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Good morning!

Happy Friday gang!

I love Fridays because I am officially allowed to eat bad and yummy 
things for the weekend again. For those of you wondering, today I am 
thinking about Café Mojito for a Mexican take away. A bit of calamari, 
maybe a burrito, hopefully a quesadilla... who knows?

I saw a fun fact today and thought I would share it- When the man who 
created a frisbee died, he was cremated and his final wish was for his 
ashes to be turned into a frisbee! The frisbee creator lived on forever 
as a frisbee! I know, completely random, don't say I never taught you 
anything.

Use lots of sun cream guys!



Maths



I have created a Dumbledore v Granger 
battle that finishes between 3pm and 
4pm today! Let's see who comes out on 
top! You have all day to battle!



To keep your arithmetic skills sharp, I have attached an arithmetic revision pack.

Go through any questions you aren't sure about with somebody if you are stuck. The answers are on 
the final page.

On the next page are 
examples of skills you may 
have forgotten.



Multiplying fractions. Top 
tip – to turn a whole 
number into a fraction, put 
it over 1. For example 54 
whole can be written as 54

1

Here is how you turn a 
mixed number fraction into 
an improper fraction.

Here is how you turn an 
improper fraction into a 
mixed number fraction.

You don't have to simplify 
your answers.



We have recorded a video for Granger and Dumbledore going 
over some key arithemetic skills. I also go over question 29 
because you may have a different answer to the mark scheme.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fn3YzL0mFXQ

The video should look like 
this to start with.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fn3YzL0mFXQ


Reading
Read to the end of the chapter- just for fun!











SPaG

Log in to spag.com

Retake the test on hyphens, dashes and 
bullet points. You should find it easier this 

time.



English
Practice of the non-chron



Re watch 'Saving the Red Apes'

• This time take notes of what you are watching and the key facts that 
you find out.

• Remember taking notes means you just write the key information, 
not full sentences.

• When you are finished, see if you can order the facts into 
categories such as: 'Why the rainforest is destroyed' or 'About the 
Oranutan'.

• Link:

• https://1drv.ms/v/s!AhDlUtxHYLtAhvQrguTGnBIUz5upFA?e=iAGWbZ

https://1drv.ms/v/s!AhDlUtxHYLtAhvQrguTGnBIUz5upFA?e=iAGWbZ

